On the basis of the liquid drop model of atomic nuclei, an account is given of the mechanism of nuclear fission. In particular, conclusions are drawn regarding the variation from nucleus to nucleus of the critical energy required for fission, and regarding the dependence of fission cross section fo'r a given nucleus on energy of the exciting agency. A The new type of nuclear reaction thus discovered was given the name "fission" by Meitner and Frisch, ' who on the basis of the liquid drop model of nudei emphasized the analogy of the process concerned with the division of a Huid sphere into two smaller droplets as the result of a deformation caused by an external disturbance.
On the basis of the liquid drop model of atomic nuclei, an account is given of the mechanism of nuclear fission. In particular, conclusions are drawn regarding the variation from nucleus to nucleus of the critical energy required for fission, and regarding the dependence of fission cross section fo'r a given nucleus on energy of the exciting agency. A detailed discussion of the observations is presented on the basis of the theoretical considerations. Theory and experiment fit together in a reasonable way to give a satisfactory picture of nuclear fission.
IxTRoDUcnoN HE discovery by Ferry, i and his collaborators that neutrons can be captured by heavy nuclei to form new radioactive isotopes led especially in the case of uranium to the interesting finding of nuclei of higher mass and charge number than hitherto known. The pursuit of these investigations, particularly through the work of Meitner, Hahn, and Strassmann as well as Curie and Savitch, brought to light a number of unsuspected and startling results and finally led Hahn and Strassmann' to the discovery that from uranium elements of much smaller atomic weight and charge are also formed.
The new type of nuclear reaction thus discovered was given the name "fission" by Meitner and Frisch, ' who on the basis of the liquid drop model of nudei emphasized the analogy of the process concerned with the division of a Huid sphere into two smaller droplets as the result of a deformation caused by an external disturbance.
In this connection they also drew attention to the fact that just for the heaviest nuclei the mutual repulsion of the electrical charges will to a large extent annul the effect of the short range nuclear forces, analogous to that of surface tension, in opposing a change of shape of the nucleus. To produce a critical deformation will therefore require only a comparatively small energy, and by the subsequent division of the nucleus a very large amount of energy will be set free.
' O. Hahn and F. Strassmann, Naturwiss. 2'I, 11 (1939};  see, also, P. Abelson, Phys. Rev. 55, 418 (1939) .
' L. Meitner and O. R. Frisch, Nature 143, 239 (1939) .
Just the enormous energy release in the fission process has, as is well known, made it possible to observe these processes directly, partly by the great ionizing power of the nuclear fragments, first observed by Frisch' and shortly afterwards independently by a number of others, partly by the penetrating power of these fragments which allows in the most efficient way the separation from the uranium of the new nuclei formed by the fission. ' These products are above all characterized by their specific beta-ray activities which allow their chemical and spectrographic identification. In addition, however, it has been found that the fission process is accompanied by an emission of neutrons, some of which seem to be directly associated with the fission, others associated with the subsequent beta-ray transformations of the nuclear fragments.
In accordance with the general picture of nuclear reactions developed in the course of the the second consists in the disintegration of this compound nucleus or its transition to a less excited state by the emission of radiation. For a heavy nucleus the disintegrative processes of the compound system which compete with the emission of radiation are the escape of a neutron and, according to the new discovery, the fission of the nucleus. While the first process demands the concentration on one particle at the nuclear surface of a large part of the excitation energy of the compound system which was initially distributed much as is thermal energy in a body of many degrees of freedom, the second process requires the transformation of a part of this energy into potential energy of a deformation of the nucleus sufficient to lead to division. ' Such a competition between the fission process and the neutron escape and capture processes seems in fact to be exhibited in a striking manner by the way in which the cross section for fission of thorium and uranium varies with the energy of the impinging neutrons. The remarkable difference observed by Meitner, Hahn, and Strassmann between the effects in these two elements seems also readily explained on such lines by the presence in uranium of several stable isotopes, a considerable part of the fission phenomena being reasonably attributable to the rare isotope U"' which, for a given neutron energy, will lead to a compound nucleus of higher excitation energy and smaller stability than that formed from the abundant uranium isotope. '
In the present article there is developed a more detailed treatment of the mechanism of the fission process and accompanying effects, based on the comparison between the nucleus and a liquid drop. The critical deformation energy is brought into connection with the potential energy of the drop in a state of unstable equilibrium, and is estimated in its dependence on nuclear charge and mass. Exactly how the excitation energy originally given to the nucleus is gradually exchanged among the various degrees of freedom and leads eventually to a critical deformation proves to be a question which needs not be discussed in order to determine the fission probability.
In fact, simple statistical con-' N. Bohr, Nature 143, 330 (1939) . ' N. Bohr, Phys. Rev. 55, 418 (1939) . siderations lead to an approximate expression for the fission reaction rate which depends only on the critical energy of deformation and the properties of nuclear energy level distributions. The general theory presented appears to fit together well with the observations and to give a satisfactory description of the fission phenomenon.
For a first orientation as well as for the later considerations, we estimate quantitatively in Section I by means of the available evidence the energy which can be released by the division of a heavy nucleus in various ways, and in particular examine not only the energy released in the fission process itself, but also the energy required forsubsequent neutron escape from the fragments and the energy available for beta-ray emission from these fragments.
In Section II the problem of the nuclear deformation is studied more closely from the point of view of the comparison between the nucleus and a liquid droplet in order to make an estimate of the energy required for different nuclei to realize the critical deformation necessary for fission.
In Section III the statistical mechanics of the fission process is considered in more detail, and an approximate estimate made of the fission probability. This is compared with the probability of radiation and of neutron escape. A discussion is then given on the basis of the theory for the variation with energy of the fission cross section.
In Section IV the preceding considerations are applied to an analysis of the observations of the cross sections for the fission of uranium and thorium by neutrons of various velocities. In particular it is shown how the comparison with the theory developed in Section III leads to values for the critical energies of fission for thorium and the various isotopes of uranium which are in good accord with the considerations of Section IIĨ n Section V the problem of the statistical distribution in size of the nuclear fragments arising from fission is considered, and also the questions of the excitation of these fragments and the origin of the secondary neutrons.
Finally, we consider in Section VI the fission effects to be expected for other elements than thorium and uranium at sufficiently high neutron velocities as well as the effect to be anticipated in thorium and uranium under deutero~and proton impact and radiative excitation. 
I. ENERGY RELEASED BY NUCLEAR DIVISION
where Z is the charge number of the fragment and Z~is a quantity which in general will not be an integer. For the mass numbers A = 400 to 140 this quantity Z& is given by the dotted line in Fig. 8 , and in a similar way it may be determined for lighter and heavier mass numbers.
B~is a quantity which cannot as yet be determined directly from experiment but may be estimated in the following manner. Thus we may assume that the energies of nuclei with a given mass A will vary with the charge Z approximately according to the formula
Here the second term gives the comparative masses of the various isobars neglecting the inHuence of the difference M"-3II"of the proton and neutron mass included in the third term and of the pure electrostatic energy given by the fourth term. In the latter term the usual assumption is made that the effective radius of the nucleus is equal to roA&, with ro estimated as 1.48&10 " from the theory of alpha-ray disintegration. Identifying the relative mass values given by expressions (2) and (3), we find
By =By'+6e'/SroA=
The values of B~obtained for various nuclei from this last relation are listed in Table I . This correction, however, is, as may be read from Fig. 8 , practically compensated by the inHuence of the third term, owing to the fact that the great majority of nuclei studied in the mass spectrograph are of even-even character.
From (6) we find the energy release involved in electron emission or absorption by a nucleus unstable with respect to a beta-ray 7 A. J, Dempster, Phys. Rev. 53, 869 (1938 energy associated with the separation overcompensates the desaturation of short range forces consequent on the greater exposed nuclear surface. The energy evolved on division of the nucleus U"' into two fragments of any given charge and mass numbers is shown in Fig. 1 Fig. 8 . The magnitude of the energy available for beta-ray emission from typical fragment nuclei does not stand in conflict with the stability of these nuclei with respect to spontaneous neutron emission, as one sees at once from the fact that the energy change associated with an increase of the nuclear charge by one unit is given by the deference between binding energy of a proton and of a neutron, plus the neutron-proton mass difference. A direct estimate from Eq. (6) of the binding energy of a neutron in typical nuclear fragments lying in the band of greatest energy release ( Fig. 1) 
in which it will be noted that we have had to include the terms in a4' because of the coupling which sets in between the second and fourth. modes of motion for appreciable amplitudes. Thus, on minimizing the potential energy with respect to a4, we find n4= -(243/595) nP (23) in accordance with the fact that as the critical form becomes more elongated with decreasing Z'/A, it must also develop a concavity about its equatorial belt such as to lead continuously with variation of the nuclear charge to the dumbbell shaped figure discussed in the preceding paragl aph . .
With the help of (23) 
for values of Z'/A near the instability limit.
Interpolating in a reasonable way between the two limiting values which we have obtained for the critical energy for fission, we obtain the curve of Fig As a by product, we are also able from Eq. (12) to compute the nuclear radius in terms of the surface energy of the nucleus; assuming Feenberg's value of 14 Mev for 4+rgQ, we obtain ro --1.47&10 '3 cm, which gives a satisfactory and quite independent check on Feenberg's determination of the nuclear radius from the packing fraction curve.
So far the considerations are purely classical, and any actual state of motion. must of course be described in terms of quantum-mechanical concepts. The possibility of applying classical pictures to a certain extent will depend on the smallness of the ratio between the zero point amplitudes for oscillations of the type discussed above and the nuclear radius. A simple calcu-lation gives for the square of the ratio in question the result 2g
A-7/6 0 n /Av; zero point X I (IAP/12M y P)/4iry PO} 'tv(2yA+ 1)& & I (I -1)(n+ 2) (2ii+ 1) -20 (n -1)x } -:. (25) Since ((P/12M"rp')/4xrp'0}'*=: -p', this ratio is indeed a small quantity, and it follows that deformations of magnitudes comparable with nuclear dimensions can be described approximately classically by suitable wave packets built up from quantum states. In particular we may describe the critical deformations which lead to fission in an approximately classical way. This follows from a comparison of the critical energy By~6 Mev required, as we shall see in Section IV, to account for the observations on uranium, with the zero point energy (26) of the simplest mode of capillary oscillation, from which it is apparent that the amplitude in question is considerably larger than the zero point disturbance:
(iA2 )Av/(A2 )Av; novo point +f/pIA&P~15~ (22) The drop with which we compare the nucleus will also in the critical state be capable of executing small oscillations about the shape of unstable equilibrium. If we study the distribution in frequency of these characteristic oscillations, we must expect for high frequencies to find a spectrum qualitatively not very diferent from that of the normal modes of oscillation about the form of stable equilibrium. The oscillations in question will be represented symbolically in Fig. 3 by motion of the representative point of the system in configuration space normal to the direction leading to fission. The distribution of the available energy of the system between such modes of motion and the mode of motion leading to fission will be determining for the probability of fission if the system is near the critical state. The statistical mechanics of this problem is considered in Section III. Here we would only like to point out that the fission process is from a practical point of view a nearly irreversible process. In fact if we imagine the fragment nuclei resulting from a fission to be reHected without loss of energy and to run directly towards each other, the electrostatic repulsion between the two nuclei will ordinarily prevent them from coming into contact. Thus, relative to the original nucleus, the energy of two spherical nuclei of half the size is given by Eq. (19) and corresponds to the values f*(x) shown by the dashed line in Fig. 4 . To compare this with the energy required for the original fission process (smooth curve for f(x) in the figure), we note that the surface energy 4xro'OA' is for the heaviest nuclei of the order of 500 Mev. We thus have to deal with a difference of 0.05 X500 Mev = 25 Mev between the energy available when a heavy nucleus is just able to undergo fission, an. d the energy required to bring into contact two spherical fragments. There will of course be appreciable tidal forces exerted when the two fragments are brought together, and a simple estimate shows that this will lower the energy discrepancy just mentioned by something of the order of 10 Mev, which is not enough to alter our conclusions. That there is no paradox involved, however, follows from the fact that the fission process actually takes place for a configuration in which the sum of surface and electrostatic energy has a considerably smaller value than that corresponding to two rigid spheres in contact, or even two tidally distorted globes; namely, by arranging that in the division process the surface surrounding the original nucleus shall not tear until the mutual electrostatic energy of the two nascent nuclei has been brought down to a value essentially smaller than that corresponding to separated spheres, then there will be available enough electrostatic energy to provide the work required to tear the surface, which will of course have increased in total value to something more than that appropriate to two spheres. Thus it is clear that the two fragments formed by the division process will possess internal energy of excitation. Consequently, if we wish to reverse the fission process, we must take care that the fragments come together again suAiciently distorted, and indeed with the distortions so oriented, that contact can be made between projections on the two surfaces and the surface tension start drawing them together while the electrostatic repulsion between the effective electrical centers of gravity of the two parts is
The factor 5 represents the degree of degeneracy of the oscillation leading to instability. The quantum of energy characterizing this vibration is, according to (26), Sa& 0.8 Mev. The integral in still not excessive. The probability that two atomic nuclei in any actual encounter will be suitably excited and possess the proper phase relations so that union wiH be possible to form a compound system will be extremely small. Such union processes, converse to fission, can be expected to occur for unexcited nuclei only when we have available much more kinetic energy than is released in the fission processes with which we are concerned.
The above considerations on the fission process, based on a comparison between the properties of a nucleus and those of a liquid drop, should be supplemented by remarking that the distortion which leads to fission, although associated with a greater effective mass and lower quantum frequency, and hence more nearly approaching the possibilities of a classical description than any of the higher order oscillation frequencies of the nucleus, will still be characterized by certain specific quantum-mechanical properties. Thus there will be an essential ambiguity in the definition of the critical fission energy of the order of magnitude of the zero point energy, 5a&2/2, which however as we have seen above is only a relatively small quantity. More important from the point of view of nuclear stability will be the possibility of quantum-mechanical tunnel effects, which will make it possible for a nucleus to divide even in its ground state by passage through a portion of configuration space where classically the kinetic energy is negative.
An accurate estimate for the stability of a heavy nucleus against fission in its ground state will, of course, involve a very complicated mathematical problem. In natural extension of the well-known theory of n-decay, we should in principle determine the probability per unit time of a fission process, )~, by the formula It will be seen that the lifetime thus estimated is not only enormously large compared with the time interval of the order 10 '~s ec. involved in the actual fission processes initiated by neutron impacts, but that this is even large compared with the lifetime of uranium and thorium for n-ray decay. This remarkable stability of heavy nuclei against fission is as-seen due to the large masses involved, a point which was already indicated in the cited article of Meitner and Frisch, where just the essential characteristics of the fission effect were stressed. the exponent leads in the case of a single particle to the Gamow penetration factor. Similarly, in the present problem, the integral is extended in configuration space from the point P~of stable equilibrium over the fission saddle point S (as indicated by the dotted line in Fig. 3 in the direction of fission there will be (dp/h) p*(E Ef K-)dE -quantum states of the microcanonical ensemble for which the momentum and kinetic energy associated with the fission distortion have values in the intervals dp and dE=vdp, respectively. Here p~is the density of those levels of the compound nucleus in the transition state which arise from excitation of all degrees of freedom other than the fission itself. At the initial time we have one nucleus in each of the quantum states in question, and consequently the number of fissions. per unit time will be dE t s(dp/h) p*(E Eq K) =-dE¹-/fI, , (31) where Ã* is the number of levels in the transition state available with the given excitation. Comparing with our original expression for this number, we have (1937) .
We multiply this by the normal velocity v cos 9 = (dK/dp) cos 9 and integrate, obtaining dE(47rR2~2am/Iz')~-p*(E E"K)KdK - (34-) F", Ff, and I' refer to radiation, fission, and alpha-particle emission, while F"and I' determine, respectively, the probability of a neutron emission leaving the residual nucleus in its ground state or in any state. The latter quantities are of course zero if the excitation is less than the neutron binding, which is taken here to be about 6 Mev.
for the fission width. Just as the summation in the latter equation goes over all those levels of the nucleus in the transition state which are available with the given excitation, so the sum in the former is taken over all available states of the residual nucleus, X; denoting the corresponding kinetic energy E -E"-E; which will be left for the neutron. X' represents, except for a factor, the zero point kinetic energy of an elementary particle in the nucleus; it is given by A&fi'/2mR' and will be 9.3 Mev if the nuclear radius is A'1. 48)&10 "cm.
No specification was made as to the angular momentum of the nucleus in the derivation of The smallness of the neutron mass in comparison with the reduced mass of two separating nascent nuclei will mean that we shall have in the former case to go to excitation energies much higher relative to the barrier than in the latter case before the condition is fulfilled for the application of the transition state method. In fact, only when the kinetic energy of the emerging particle is considerably greater than 1 Mev does the reduced wave-length X=X/2m of the neutron become essentially smaller than the nuclear radius, allowing the use of the concepts of velocity and direction of the neutron emerging from the nuclear surface.
The absolute yield of the various processes initiated by neutron bombardment will depend upon the probability of absorption of the neutron to form a compound nucleus; this will be proportional to the converse probability I'" /5 of a neutron emission process which leaves the residual neutron emission process which leaves the residual nucleus in its ground state. The compound nucleus once formed, the outcome of the competition between the possibilities of fission, neutron emission, and radiation, will be determined by the relative magnitudes of F f, I'", and the corresponding radiation width I",. From our knowledge of nuclei comparable with thorium and uranium we can conclude that the radiation width F, , will not exceed something of the order of 1 ev, and moreover that it will be nearly constant for the range of excitation energies which results from neutron absorption (see Fig. 5 ). The fission width will be extremely small for excitation energies below the critical energy E~, but above this point F f will become appreciable, soon exceeding the radiation width and rising almost exponentially for higher energies. Therefore, if the critical energy Ef required for fission is comparable with or greater than the excitation consequent on neutron capture, we have to expect that radiation will be more likely than fission; but if the barrier height is somewhat lower than the value of the neutron binding, and in any case if we irradiate with sufhciently energetic neutrons, radiative capture will always be less probable than division. As the speed of the bombarding neutrons is increased, we shall not expect an indefinite rise in the fission yield, however, for the output will be governed by the competition in the compound system between the "H. A. Bethe, Rev. Mod. Phys, 9, 150 (1937) .
possibilities of fission and of neutron emission.
The width I'"which gives the probability of the latter process will for energies less than something of the order of 100 kev be equal to F, , -the partial width for emissions leaving the residual nucleus in the ground state, since excitation of the product nucleus will be energetically impossible.
For higher neutron energies, however, the number of available levels in the residual nucleus will rise rapidly, and F will be much larger than I'", increasing almost exponentially with energy.
In the energy region where the levels of the compound nucleus are well separated, the cross sections governing the yield of the various processes considered above can be obtained by direct application of the dispersion theory of for the fission and radiation cross sections. Here t=k/p=fi/(2mB): is the neutron wave-length divided by 2x, i and Jare the rotational quantum numbers of the original and the compound nucleus, s=-', and r=r"+r"+r, is the total width of the resonance level at half-maximum.
In the energy region where the compound nucleus has many levels whose spacing, d, is comparable with or smaller than the total width, the dispersion theory cannot be directly applied due to the phase relations between the contributions of the different levels. A closer discussion" shows, however, that in cases. like fission and radiative capture, the cross section will be obtained by summing many terms of the form (38) or (39) . If the neutron wave-length is large compared with nuclear dimensions, only those states of the compound nucleus will contribute to the "G.Breit and E. signer, Phys. Rev. 49, 519 (1936) .Cf. also H. Bethe and G. Placzek, Phys. Rev. 51, 450 (1937) "N. Bohr, R. Peierls and G. Plaezek, Nature (in press). The simple form of the result, which follows by use of the equation (37) derived abo~e for I'", is of course an immediate consequence of the fact that the cmss section for any given process for fast neutrons is given by the projected area of the nucleus times the ratio of the probability per unit time that the compound system react in the given way to the total probability of all reactions, Of course for extremely high bombarding energies it will no longer be possible to draw any simple distinction between neutron emission and hssion; evaporation will go on simultaneously with the division process itself; and in general we shall have to expect then the production of numerous fragments of widely assorted sizes as the 6nal result of the reaction.
IV. DIscUssIGN oF THE OBsERvATIoNs
A. The resonance capture process Meitner, Hahn, and Strassmann" observed that neutrons of some volts energy produced in uranium a beta-ray activity of 23 min. half-life whose chemistry is that of uranium itself. Moreover, neutmns of such energy gave no noticeable yield of the complex of periods which is pmduced in uranium by irradiation with either thermal or "L. Meitner The absorption coefficient in uranium itself for the activating neutrons was found to be 3 cm'/g, corresponding to an effective cross section of resonance formula (39) and obtain 25X10 ' X4r".r, ./r' =2.7X10 "(6/I') or 2.4X10 " (45) according as the level width 7 = I'"+F"is or is not small compared with the Doppler broadening. In any case, we know" from experience with other nuclei for comparable neutron energies that F"«F, . ; this condition makes the solution of (45) Fig. 4 , and decreases strongly with decreasing isotopic weight. Thus it is reasonable that one of the lighter isotopes should be responsible for the fission.
Let us investigate first the possibility that the division produced by thermal neutrons is due to the compound nucleus U"'. If the level spacing d for this nucleus is essentially greater than the level width, the cross section will be due principally to one level (J'= i 2arising from i = 0), and we shall have from (56) and as we are attributing to the levels an unresolved structure, the fission width must be at least 10 ev. These values for level spacing and fission width give a reasonable account of the fission produced by slow neutrons.
C. Fission by fast neutrons
The discussion on the basis of theory of the fission produced by fast neutrons is simplified first by the fact that the probability of radiation can be neglected in comparison with the probabilities of fission and neutron escape and second by the circumstance that the neutron wavelength /27r is small in comparison with the nuclear radius (R 9X10 " cm) and we are in the region of continuous level distribution. Thus the fission cross section will be given by «=~R'r, /r-2. 4 X10-'4r, /(r, +r.), (57) us to obtain from (52) a lower limit also to ry.
Fq --RI zo'+r'/4])10 to 400 ev. (54) In the present case, the various conditions are not inconsistent with each other, and it is therefore possible to attribute the fission to the effect of a single resonance level.
We can go further, however, by estimating the level spacing for the compound nucleus U"'. According to the values of Table III (59) and (60) In using Eq. (58) it is therefore seen that we do not have to know the lev'el spacing d of the compound nucleus, but only that of the residual nucleus (Eq. (59)) and the number Ã" of available levels of the dividing nucleus in the transition state (Eq. 60).
Considered as a function of energy, the ratio of fission width to level spacing will be extremely small for excitations less than the critical fission energy; with increase of the excitation above this value Eq. (60) (59) is This formula provides as a matter of fact however only a rough first orientation, since for energies below %= 1 Mev it is not justified to apply the evaporation formula (a transition occurring until for slow neutrons I'"/d is proportional to velocity) and for energies above 1 Mev we have to take into account the gradual decrease which occurs in level spacing in the residual nucleus, and which has the effect of increasing the right-hand side of (61). An attempt has been made to estimate this increase in drawing Fig. 6 .
The two ratios involved in the fast neutron fission cross section (58) will vary with energy in the same way for all the heaviest nuclei; the only difference from nucleus to nucleus will occur in the critical fission energy, which will have the effect of shifting one curve with respect to another as shown in the two portions of Fig. 6 .
Thus we can deduce the characteristic differences between nuclei to be expected in the variation with energy of the fast neutron cross section.
Meitner, Hahn, and Strassmann observed that fast neutrons as well as thermal ones produce in uranium the complex of activities which arise as a result of nuclear fission, and Ladenburg, Kanner, Barschall, and van Voorhis have made a direct measurement of the fission cross section for 2.5 Mev neutrons, obtaining 0.5X10 " cm' (&25 percent). " Since the contribution to this cross section due to the U"'. isotope cannot exceed m. R'/139 0.02 X 10 ' cm, the eRect must be attributed to the compound nucleus U"'.
For this nucleus however as we have seen from the slow neutron observa, tions the fission probability is negligible at low energies. Therefore we have to conclude that the variation with energy of the corresponding cross section resembles in its general features Fig. 6a 
A second conclusion we can draw from the absolute cross section of Ladenburg et al. is that the ratio of (I'y/d) to (I'"/d) as indicated in the 6gure is substantially correct; this conFirms our presumption that the energy level spacing in the transition state of the dividing nucleus is not different in order of magnitude from that of the low levels in the normal nudeus.
The 6ssion cross section of Th"' for neutrons of 2 to 3 Mev energy has also been measured by the Princeton group; they 6nd Op=0. i&10 24 cm' in this energy range. On the basis of the considerations illustrated in Fig. 6 we are led in this case to a 6ssion barrier 143 Mev greater than the neutron binding; hence, using Table III, Zr(Th"') -7 Mev.
A check on the consistency of the values obtained for the 6ssion barriers is furnished by the possibility pointed out in Section II and Fig. 4 of obtaining the critical energy for all nuclei once we know it for one nucleus. Taking Er(U"') =6 Mev as standard, we obtain Zr(Th232) =7
Mev, in good accord with (63).
As in the preceding paragraph we deduce from (65) which is of course practically the same 6gure which holds for the next heaviest compound nucleus.
The various values estimated for 6ssion barriers and 6ssion and neutron widths are summarized in Fig. 7 . The level spacing f for past neutrons has been estimated from its value for slow neutrons and the fact that nuclear level densities appear to increase, according to Weisskopf, approximately exponentially as 2(Z/a)', where a is a quantity related to the spacing of the lowest nuclear levels and roughly 0. such an excitation will disappear in a time of the order of 10 -" to 10 "sec.
(4) The possibility that gamma-rays associated with the beta-ray transformations following fission might produce any appreciable number of photoneutrons in the source has been excluded by an experiment reported by Roberts, Hafstad, Meyer and Wang. "
(5) The energy release on beta-transformation is however in a number of cases sufficientl great to excite the product nucleus to a point where it can send out a neutron, as has been already pointed out in connection with the estimates in Table III . Typical values for the release are shown on the arrows in Fig. 8 . The product nucleus will moreover have of the order of 10' to 10' levels to which beta-transformations can lead in this &ray, so that it will also be overwhelmingly probable that the product nucleus shall be highly excited,
We therefore conclude that the delayed emission of neutrons indeed arises as a result of nuclear excitation following the beta-decay of the nuclear fragments.
The actual probability of the occurrence of a nuclear excitation sufficient to make possible neutron emission will depend upon the comparative values of the matrix elements for the betaray transformation from the ground state of the original nucleus to the various excited states of the product nucleus. The simplest assumption we can make is that the matrix elements in question do not show any systematic variation with the energy of the final state. Then, according to the Fermi theory of beta-decay, the probability of a given beta-ray transition will be approximately proportional to the fifth power of the energy release. " If there are p(E)dE excitation levels of the product nucleus in the range E to E+dE, it will follow from our assumptions that the probability of an excitation in the same energy interval will be given by w(E)dE= constant (Eo E) p(E)dE, (66) Phys. Rev. 55, 664 (1939) . "L.W. Nordheim and F. L. Yost, Phys. Rev. 51, 942 (1937) '. where Eo is the total available energy. According to (66) the probability w(E) of a transition to the excited levels in a unit energy range at E reaches its maximum value for the energy E=E, given by E, =Eo 5/(d -ln p/dE)z, =Eo ST, where T is the temperature (in energy units) to which the product nucleus must be heated to have on the average the excitation energy E, , Thus the most probable energy release on betatransformation may be said to be five times the temperature of the product nucleus. According to our general information about the nuclei in question, an excitation of 4 Mev will correspond to a temperature of the order of 0.6 Mev.
Therefore, on the basis of our assumptions, to realize an average excitation of 4 Mev by betatransformation we shall require a total energy release of the order of 4+5X0. 6= 7 Mev.
The spacing of the lowest nuclear levels is of the order of 100 kev for elements of medium atomic weight, decreases to something of the order of 10 ev for excitations of the order of 8 Mev, and can, according to considerations of Weisskopf, be represented in terms of a nuclear level density varying approximately exponentially as the square root of the excitation energy. "
Using such an expression for p(E) in Eq. (66), we obtain the curve shown in Fig. 9 for the distribution function w(E) giving the probability that an excitation 8 will result from the beta-decay of a We consider briefly the third possibility that the neutrons in question are produced during the fission process itself. In this connection attention may be called to observations on the manner in which a fluid mass of unstable form divides into two smaller masses of greater stability; it is found that tiny droplets are generally formed in the space where the original enveloping surface was tom apart. Although a detailed dynamical account of the division process will be even more complicated for a nucleus than for a fluid mass, the liquid drop model of the nucleus suggests that it is not unreasonable to expect at the moment of 6ssion a production of neutrons from the nucleus analogous to the creation of the droplets from the fluid.
The statistical distribution in size of the fission fragments, like the possible production of neutrons at the moment of division, is essentially a problem of the dynamics of the fission process, rather than of the statistical mechanics of the critical state considered in Section II. Only after the deformation of the nucleus has exceeded the critical value, in fact, will there occur that rapid conversion of potential energy of distortion into energy of internal excitation and kinetic energy of separation which leads to the actual process of dsv&s&on.
For a classical liquid drop the course of the reaction in question will be completely determined by specifying the position and velocity in con6guration space of the representative point of the system at the instant when it passes over the potential barrier in the direction of fission.
If the energy of the original system is only infinitesimally greater than the critical energy, the representative point of the system must cross the barrier very near the saddle point and with a very small velocity. Still, the wide range of directions available for the velocity vector in this multidimensiona1 space, as suggested schematically in Fig. 3 of E~produces no further rise in X;".Since the barrier height for single charged particles will be of the order of 10 Mev for the heaviest nuclei, we can therefore assume X;"Eg for the ordinarily employed values of the deuteron bombarding energy. We conclude that the excitation energy of the product nucleus will have only a very small probability of exceeding the value 8, E -I. (69) Since this figure is considerably less than the "R.Oppenheimer and M. Phillips, Phys. Rev. 48, 500 (1935) . '7 H. A. Bethe, Phys. Rev. 53, 39 (1938) . estimated values of the 6ssion barriers in thorium and uranium, we have to expect that Oppenheimer-Phillips processes of the type discussed will be followed in general by radiation rather than 6ssion, unless the kinetic energy of the deuteron is greater than l0 Mev.
We must still consider, particularly when the energy of the deuteron approaches 10 Mev, the possibility of processes in which the deuteron as a whole is captured, leading to the formation of a compound nucleus with excitation of the order of E~+2E"-. I-8~+10 Mev. (70) There will then ensue a competition between the possibilities of 6ssion and neutron emission, the outcome of which will be determined by the comparative values of 1'y and 1'"(proton emission being negligible because of the height of the electrostatic 'barrier). The increase of charge associated with the deuteron capture will of course lower the critical energy of fission and increase the probability of 6ssion relative to neutron evaporation compared to what its value would be for the original nucleus at the same excitation. If after the deuteron capture the evaporation of a neutron actually takes place, the fission barrier will again be decreased relative to the binding energy of a neutron. Since the kinetic energy of the evaporated neutron will be only of the order of thermal energies (= 1 Mev), the product nucleus has still an excitatiori of the order of Eq+3 Mev. Thus, if we are dealing with the capture of 6-Mev deuterons by uranium, we have a good possibility of obtaining fission at either one of two distinct stages of the ensuing nuclear reaction.
The cross section for fission in the double reaction just considered can be estimated by multiplying the corresponding 6ssion cross section (42) for neutrons by a factor allowing for the effect of the electrostatic repulsion of the nucleus in hindering the capture of a deuteron: ar mR2e~{Kg(E')/F(.E') + { r"(E')/r(E')]Lr, (E")/r(E")I}. (71) Here 2' is the new Gamow penetration exponent for a deuteron of energy E and velocity v:38 P = (4Ze'/Sv) {arc cos xi -x*(1 -x)'I, (72) ' H. A. Bethe, Rev. Mod. Phys. 9, 163 (1937) .
with x=(ER/Ze'). xR' is the projected area of the nucleus. E' is the excitation of the compound nucleus, and 8" the average excitation of the residual nucleus formed by neutron emission.
For deuteron bombardment of U"' at 6 Mev we estimate a fission cross section of the order of (9X10 ") exp ( -12. 9 )~1 0 ' cm (73) if we make the reasonable assumption that the probability of 6ssion following capture is of the order of magnitude unity. Observations are not yet available for comparison with our estimate. Protons will be more ef6cient than deuterons for the same bombarding energy, since from (72) P will be smaller by the factor 2l for the lighter particles. Thus for 6-Mev protons we estimate a cross section for production of fission in uranium of the order x(9X10 ")' exp ( -12.9/21)(f'f/r)-10» cm', which should be observable.
B. Photo-fission
According to the dispersion theory of nuclear reactions, the cross section presented by a nucleus for 6ssion by a gamma-ray of wavelength 2x'A and energy B=fico will be given by r".r, 0 r m. t'(2J--+1)/2(2f+ 1) (74) (E-E, ) +(r/2) if we have to do with an isolated absorption line of natural frequency Eo/h. Here I', /5 is the probabili. ty per unit time that the nucleus in the excited state will lose its entire excitation by emission of a single gamma-ray.
The situation of most interest, however, is that in which the excitation provided by the incident radiation. is suAicient to carry the nucleus into the region of overlapping levels. On summing (74) over many levels, with average level spacing d, we obtain «= X'{ (2J.,+1)/2(2z+1) j(2 /d)r". r,/r. (75) Without entering into a detailed discussion of the orders of magnitude of the various quantities involved in (75), we can form an estimate of the cross section for photo-fission by comparison with the yields of photoneutrons reported by various observers, The ratio of the cross sections FELIX CERNUSCH I in question will be just I'q/I'", so that (76) 8X 10'X 10-"X6X10-'X6.06 X 10"/238 1 count/80 min; (77) The observed values of o. " for 12 to 17 Mev gamma-rays are 10 -" cm' for heavy elements. "
In view of the comparative values of I'f and I'" arrived at in Section IV, it will therefore be reasonable to expect values of the order of 10 "cm' for photo-fission of U"' and 10 "cm' (1936) . sions on this subject, especially because of the extremely poor knowledge that we have today regarding the real nature of internuclear forces and the mechanism of the nuclear chain reactions.
We begin by making a few critical remarks on Hund's theory which is based on the assumption that the nuclear reactions satisfy the following
